Parking normal: all X%*v*/

By Cynthia Puig
If parking was normal yesterday, no commuting student would want to
see an abnormal day.
The line to get into the Tenth Street garage yesterday extended all the
way to San Carlos Street, and was still long when the 2,000-car garage filled
to capacity at 9 :30 a.m.
"We allowed people to park on the wrong side of the barrier lines and in
the no parking areas," said Jerry Warmsley, parking officer in the 10th
Street garage.
We wouldn’t have this problem if the university would reschedule more
classes in the afternoons," said Jack Lehr, parking garage superintendent.
"There’s plenty of room then."
A large part of the problem is caused by students preferring to pay 25
cents to park in the garage as opposed to paying 50 cents for a round trip bus
ride and the inconvenience that goes along with it," said Jim Hurley,
director of university parking.
Busses run from the area of Interstate 280 and Seventh Street about
every hour, and a few students park on So. Seventh, where parking spaces
are easier to find, and take the bus to school.
"A large part of the problem is caused by students preferring to pay 25

cents to park in the garage as opposed to paying 50 cents for a round trip bus
ride and the inconvenience that goes along with it," said Jim Hurley,
director of university parking.
Jerry Warmsley, parking officer pointed out a problem "The bus can’t
get through the traffic waiting at the Seventh Street garage."
Frequent breakdowns and San Jose’s urban sprawl have also contributed to
the difficulty of using public transportation as an alternative to the parking
problem.
"It’s understandable that a student with a hectic schedule would want to
have his car handy," Hurley said. "But a little effort could be shown on his
part towards finding someone to share the ride with him."
In the fall semester of 1977 the student body of SJSU was outraged when
the city put its preferential parking ban into effect.
The ban allows only those residents with permits to park in the
residential area between 12th and 17th Streets.
Starting Sept. 1, 1978, the permit will cost residents $5 per year.
According to Gary Thompson, associate civil engineer for the department of public works, the old permits are no longer legal.
"SJSU lost 600 parking spaces when the ban went into effect," Hurley
said. "So we opened Seventh and Ninth Streets between San Carlos and San
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For university staff, faculty

Collective bargaining expected
By Christine Lewis
Faculty and staff of the
California State University and
Colleges system may soon have the
right of collective bargain because
of legislation recently passed by the
state Senate.
Approved by the Senate Aug. 30
on a 24-13 vote, Assembly Bill 1091 is
expected to be signed into law by
Gov. Jerry Brown sometime this
week.
The bill extends collective
bargaining to 90,000 employees of
the CSUC system as well as the
University of California system.
The controversial legislation,
which unionizes California college
and university faculty for the first
time, was opposed on three occasions by the CSUC Board of
Trustees.
CSUC trustees last voted opposition to collective bargaining in
July.
Under collective bargaining,
employees and management are
required to seek agreement,
bargain, meet and confer in good
faith. The bill opens the possibility
of work stoppage strikes over
wages, hours and working conditions.
"Faculty have lost 30 percent in
real income since 1969," said Dr.
Warren Kessler, president of the
United Professors of California.
UPC, a prime mover in the
represents
3,700
legislation,
professors, librarians, student affairs officers, counselors and related

professionals in the CSUC system. It
is affiliated with the American
Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO).
As a result of the recent pay veto
by Gov. Brown, Kessler philosophy
professor, Fresno State University,
said a starting assistant professor
will lose $46,000 in salary over the
next 30 years.
Discounting the possibility of
strikes as a result of the legislation,
Kessler said higher education and
established unions have "relatively
few" strikes.
"Striking by public employees
by court precedent has been deemed
illegal, because there is no explicit
authorization for the right to strike,"
Kessler said.
He noted, however, that there is
no guarantee against strikes.
The bill does not contain
provisions requiring employees to
join, but does give employees the
right to elect an "exclusive
bargaining agent," kessler said.
Roy T. Brophy, chairman of the
CSUC Board of Trustees, fought
against passage of the bill, citing a
$2.4 million price tag in direct implementation costs.
At an Aug. 16 press conference,
Brophy charged that "the actual
costs will be much greqter each year
for tax -payers to finance the full
panoply of union activities that
divert faculty and staff from the
function of education."
Specifically, Brophy said the
CSUC would need to hire additional

personnel in labor relations, legal,
administrative
and
clerical
positions if the legislation passed.
Brophy charged that additionally, at least 75 unit
representatives or shop stewards

would be released from regular
duties, while being paid, to participate in bargaining activities.
Kessler later retorted that a
"faculty-on-the-street
(Continued on back page)

Suite’s attorney charges
evidence inadmissable
Motions contesting the admissibility of evidence in the trial of
SJSU bombing suspect Larry Alan
Suite were filed Tuesday morning by
Public Defender John Williams.
Suite, a former SJSU biology
major, was arrested in class Dec. 8,
1977, and charged with 17 felony
counts, including the Dec. 7 bombing
of the faculty office of Richard
Keady, assistant professor of
religious studies.
Superior Court Judge John A.
Flaherty took the motion under
consideration, indicating it may
take a few weeks for him to rule on
the complex issues. He reset Suite’s
trial date for Oct. 18 at 9 a.m.
Williams contended that SJSU
campus police had no legal ground
to make recordings of the bomb
threat calls to the university used in
the case against Suite.
Williams,
According
to
University Police do not fit the
specific descriptions of law officials

up!

by Ellie Hurlubd

Fernando for employee parking."
Employees must purchase a parking permit for $15 a semester to park in
these areas and anyone caught without a permit is fined $5.
Hurley feels that the parking situation isn’t too much worse this sxrnester than it has been in the past.
"SJSU’s problem isn’t any worse than the other schools in the system,"
he said." AAny school located ins large city is going to have problems.Becuase of this, a task force has been created by the 18 university
system to look into parking fee increases.
"A lot of people don’t realize that the parking facilities aren’t university
financed," Hurley said."The lots are located on university property but they
are entirely self-supporting."
In recognizing the problem, the urban planners in San Jose are presently
analyzing alternatives, such as Unproved downtown transit. In an August 29
meeting with the City Council, five alternatives were discussed.
According to J. Handel Evans, Associate Executive Vice-President for
SJSU, the University is supporting what is known as Plan Five.
Basically, Plan Five calls for increased accessibility of several transportation alternatives fore SJSU students, faculty and employees.
Also included in Plan Five are bus shelters at key points near the
university, for example at Seventh and San Fernando, better routing between the university and the Southern Pacific terminal, and opening up more
streets for parking.
Evans feels the increased convenience of alternative transportation
modes will make people think twice about driving their cars..
"I believe the city is being very cooperative and is doing all it can to
make improvements," Hurley said. "But no matter how they make the
changes, it will probably still be cheaper to park on campus."
Parking seems to be the most difficult during the morning hours.
Wli Farad, a parking attendant at the unpaved lot on Fourth Street run
by Ampco Auto Park, said after 8:30 a.m, the lot is full and students are
"waiting clear to Santa Clara Street."
But he felt the situation was about the same last semester.
. Students wait from 15 to 20 minutes to get in the lot, Farad said. The lot
parks approximately 400 cars, he estimated.
James McGann, another parking attendant who works the other half of
the Ampco lot, said at least two men are needed to run the lot efficiently.
One man is needed to direct the cars while the other takes the 25 cent fee,
McGann explained.
McGann’s records showed he sold 510 parking tickets on the first day of
classes last Thursday, compared to 650 tickets yesterday.
Frank Schoff, parking control officer at the Seventh Street Garage, said
he had students complain they waited in line 30 minutes to get into the
garage.
"From all indications from this week and last, parking is awfully
heavy," Schoff said.
He added, however, the parking problem is like this every semester until
students add and drop classes. Then it levels off in two to there weeks, he
said.
The garage opens at 6 a.m. and is full by 9 a.m., Schoff said.
"The lots aren’t particulary crowded in the afternoons, and after 4:00
there’s no problem at all," Hurley stressed.
(Continued on back page

who might be granted authority to
tape telephone conversations under
section 633 of the California Penal
Code.
He also emphasized that people
calling the university on its
emergency line might have an expectation of privacy as covered in
the section 632 ban on telephone
recordings.
Williams also asserted the
propane cannisters found in Duncan
Hall and Suite’s residence do not
qualify as "destructive devices" as
described in section 12301 of the
Penal Code. He recalled that Stuart
Case, FBI specialist in "improvised
explosive devices," could not cause
a duplicate of the propane cannisters to explode while working for
the prosecution last spring.
Both Williams and Fox are new
on the case. Fox replaced Deputy
District Attorney Pat Tondreau and
Williams took over Suite’s defense
from his former attorney, Harold C.
Wright.

by Chrf slobber Aril,

"Here, Kitty, Kitty...Get over here you stupid cot!" appears to be
what this disgruntled performer felt like saying to his four -legged
partner, during the Royal Lichtenstein Circus, yesterday in the S.U.
Amphitheater.

Pot purity may be protected by legislation
4.

By Lee Sherman
Marijuana smokers will be glad to hear that steps are being taken by
several legislators in Washington, D.C. to remove the paraquat from
their grass.
Sen. Charles Percy, R-III., has introduced an amendment, cosponsored by Sen. Alan Cranston, fl-Calif., that would prevent Mexico
from spraying its marijuana fields with the highly toxic herbicide
paraquat.
The U.S. government has funneled 40 million dollars ow:r the past
three years through the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA I to provide the
Mexican government with equipment and technical assistance to spray
Mexican poppy fields in an attempt to stem the flow of heroin to the U.S.
But marijuana fields are being sprayed with paraquat as well.
The amendment was passed by the House and Senate and is expected
to be signed by President Carter as part of the Foreign Assistance Act,
even though Carter has said he supports the spraying program.
The amendment is part of the International Security Assistance Bill
and bans use of U.S. foreign aid funds to spray marijuana fields in Mexico
with herbicides injurious to the health of persons who smoke marijuana.
A similar measure introduced in the House of Representatives by two
California congressmen, Henry Waxman, D.-I,os Angeles, and George
Miller, D,. -Contra Costa, would "prohibit funding for the use of the
herbicide paraquat to eradicate marijuana fields under programs of
international narcotics control."
Additionally, in April of this year 15 California congressmen signed a
letter to President Carter calling for an end to all U.S. aid and assistance
in the paraquat spraying program.
The letter called the program "unconscionable" and stated the U.S.
government "has a responsibility to protect the health of all its citizens,
including consumers of marijuana."
According to Cranston’s office, 15 million pounds of Mexican

marijuana are smuggled into the U.S. annually, most of it sold in
California and much of it tainted with paraquat.
Last spring, when paraquat-contaminated marijuana was first
revealed, many Bay Area hospitals and clinics reported treating a large
number of individuals with lung problems then attributed to paraquat.
Now, however, doctors are saying the initial reports were greatly
exaggerated and possibly no one has shown signs of paraquat contamination from smoking marijuana.
Rick Semour, a spokesman for the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic in San
Francisco, said no new cases of paraquat-related health problems have
been seen by the clinic.
"We had a fair number of people come through here when the story
first broke. We sent some cases to San Francisco General Hospital for
further tests, but they all showed negative results," he said.
Dr. Everett Lefforge, associate director of the SJSU health clinic,
also believes the problem was greatly exaggerated.
"So far as I know, we have treated no cases of paraquat contamination here," he replied.
In tests conducted )5, toe National Institute on Drug Abme last
year,martjuana tested for herbicide contamination showed paraquat
residues as high as 2,200 parts per million -40,000 times higher than the
safe tolerance level of 0.05 parts per million set by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA.
In other marijuana -related developments, the California Supreme
Courton April 26 ruled that more than 460,000 persons who have been
arrested for marijuana possession and various marijuana misdemeanor
offenses prior to January 1, 1976 can now have those records destroyed if
they request it.
Gordon Brownell, Western Director of the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws ( NORMI, I, said persons who want to have
records of an arrest for marijuana destroyed should contact the nearest

Department of Justice Office or contact the San Francisco NORMI, office.
Gordon Brownell, Western Director of the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORMI,), said persons who want to have
records of an arrest for marijuana destroyed should contact the nearest
Department of Justice Office or contact the San Francisco NORMI, of.
Brownell also stated that NORMI, is urging American tourists to
boycott travel to Mexico "as a way of applying economic pressure on the
Mexican government to discontinue spraying of paraquat and other
herbicides on Mexican marijuana crops."
Brownell said those concerned should write their legislators in
Washington, D.C. expressing their opposition to the spray in program.
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forum
Cancer threat ignored
by nuclear firm
by Katherine Hamilton
San Jose is in bad shape.
Our air is polluted, there’s no
denying that.
Just take a look
outside some warm summer day.
Chances are you won’t be able to see
the hills three miles in front of you.
Katherine Hamilton
iso Spartan Doily reporter

Our streets are dangerous.
Take a walk on ths eastside
sometime and find out for yourself.
There’s not much to keep a
person here.

flashback
One year ago today:
A San Jose police sergeant
called SJSU’s administration of
justice program "a joke" and added
tht the only way to improve the
department would be to fire most of
its faculty and make its curriculum
more relevant to the problems police
officers face on the street.
Scott Lewis Allen, Spartan Daily
staff photographer and Daniel
Martin Grady, advertising senior,
incurred the wrath of former San
Jose City Councilman David Runyon
after Allen lifted a female member
of Runyon’s dinner party and kissed
her in the parking lot outside Farmer’s Union restaurant.
Allen and Grady claimed that
the incident started out as a
"merry"
conversation
with
members of the Runyon party and
escalated into a furious war of words
and threats when Runyon rejoined
the party.
Runyon was charged with
battery and interfering with an
officer as a result of his later encounter with San Jose police.

And now there is the chance our
water could become radioactive.
Tritium-polluted water caused
by an atomic power plant in the
Vallicitos area n-ar Pleasanton,
makes one stop and wonder where
the danger will end.
Tritium, a by-product of the
atomic process, is believed to cause
cancer and ovary damage.
Nuclear power plants are billed
as the clean, safe energy resource.
General Electric says that their
plant in Vallecitos is safe.
Define safe.
The water in Vallecitos was
found to contain as high as 30,000
picocuries per liter ( that’s per
trillion parts), the safe limit being
20,000.
Mind you that’s up 13,000
picocuries per liter from December
1977.
G.E. still insists the figures are
inaccurate because the original
figures were taken in the winter
during the heavy rains.
How asinine can they get?
Isn’t the health and safety of
people more important?
It doesn’t help G.E.’s case that
the plant is built on a fault line and
has been closed down for several
months to avoid earthquake
damage.

Nuclear wastes hang on for tens
of thousands of lifetimes and are not
yet disposed of safely.
That alone is too scary for me.
What recourse does the average
citizen have when his or her protests
are practically ignored in the
nuclear power game?
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Let Vallecitos be a warning to
everyone. Stop making policies and
recommendations and start closing

Sex selection recipes brewing
Ann Blackman

IS

an

Asscrtated Press writer

But before painting the kid’s
bedroom pink or blue, take note:
Even if you tollow the unromantic
directions - the most reliable involve artificial insemination - the
results are far from foolproof.
And so far, the boy recipe has
been the most successful.
"Sex selection has virtually no
credibility," says Dr. Ronald
Ericsson,
a reproductive

by Van Dyke Roth
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Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office ( JC 2081 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
So. Seventh St., San Jose, Ca. 95192.
All
letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
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And money is what talks, apparently, to those who make
decisions on the nuclear gameboard.

recipes, known as sex control,
designed to improve the odds of
choosing your child’s sex.

lust DoN1
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physiologist in Sausalito, Calif., who
has patented one technique for influencing the sex of babies.
"We don’t claim to have a
method that is absolute," said
Ericsson, who did post-doctoral
work in endocrinology at the
University of Wisconsin.
"We’re dealing in biology, not
witchcraft."
Basically, there are three
techniques to Meet a child’s sex:
-The do-it-yourself method,
requiring timing, chemistry and
gymnastics.
It calls for intercourse in
specific positions at specified times
during the woman’s menstrual cycle
and douching with baking soda for a
boy or white vinegar for a girl.
Popular and gadget-free, it is
considered ineffective by most
scientist.
-Sperm separation, the method
patented by Ericsson, involving
separation of the Y chromosone
male-bearing sperm from the X
chromosone female-bearing sperm.
After the filtering process is comploeted, artificial insemination in
required.
-Selective abortion, a controversial method in which amniotic
fluid is taken from a woman’s uterus
during the fourth month of
pregnancy to test for the sex of the
fetus. If the sex is "wrong" an

abortion can be performed. Most
doctors oppose this method.
Dr. Paul Dmowski, a Chicago
endocrinologist and gynecologist
researching sperm separation, says
eight out of 10 of his patients who
used Ericsson’s technique to have
boys were successful.
Dmowski said he thinks one of
the other two women became
pregnant by natural intercourse and
the other couple had trouble with
sperm separation.
"We are not really able to
guarantee in any way the outcome of
the pregnancy," said Dmowski,
director of the fertility unit at
Chicago’s Michael Reese Hospital.
"We can increase the chances
from 50 percent which is natural to
75-to-80 percent. But if a couple is
not willing to assume the risk of
another female child, I do accept
them as patients."
Dmowski said work is being
done to separate the female-bearing
sperm, but the procedure is more
difficult.
"Some methods are confirmed," he said. "But as far as I
know, nobody is involved in the
clinical application for improving
the chances for a female child."
Dmowski said the main cost for
his sex-selection patients is airfare
to Chicago and a hotel room for a
week.

SPARTAN DAILY
right to edit for length,style, invasion of privacy and libeL
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organizaion and will appear with a
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What do people have to do to
make their cries heard?
Unfortunately, people are not as
profitable as nuclear power plants.

By Ann Blackman
WASHINGTON (AP)- Want a
boy baby? Ora girl?
Scientist are working on baby

big powers behind the
power plants want us to

criv fry
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Take Seabrook for example.
The protest over the nuclear power
plant being built on the New
Hampshire coastline was attended
to by approximately 15,000 people. A
matter of months later approval for
the site was handed down.

So what is the populace at large
faced with?
Water that causes cancer and
ovary damage.
Radiation sickness caused from
leaky reactors which are conveniently built on fault lines.
San Jose is just a little
inthe nuclear accidents

DA NEIZ

believe that everything is under
control and there is no chance of an
acccident.
Consider the facts.

by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Press Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press

releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
Announcements of meeting times,
displays and other minor releases
should be submitted at the Daily
office in the Spartaguide box located
against the west wall of the office.
General News
The Spartan Daily welcomes ideas
for news stories from all campus
personnel. Departments can call the
Daily at 277-3181 to report any policy
changes or achievements by
professors and students.
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A choice of two
The governor’s race in California is shaping up to be
another close battle in the politics of mediocrity.
The California Poll released yesterday showed that
Governor Brown’s lead over Attorney General Evelle
Younger has dwindled to five percentage points.
California voters surveyed in the poll are responding to
the similarity of the two gubernatorial candidates.
Reminiscent of the 1976 lesser-of-two-evils race between
JimnmmmmmyCarter and Jerry Ford, the voters are again
forced to choose politicians that differ very little from each
other.
Even the harsh advertising campaigns waged by Brown
and Younger smack of similarity.
When it comes down to discussing the issues these
candidates, like most, are together in the middle of the road.
The voters are given the responsiblility of choosing a
governor. The clmeness in the poll does not necessarily mean
the candidates are so outstanding the voter cannot make up
his mind. Rather it may show how similar the candidates
appear and how limiting a choice of two can be.
It is like choosing between a red apple and a green apple.
On the surface it might be easy to tell them apart, but put
them in the pie and they all blend together.
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sports
Spartan booters face NCAA champ Hartwick
By Dan Miller
"Spartan Soccer 1978
has a goal this year which
is nothing short of the top."
That’s what the SJSU
soccer brochure reads and
that’s what the soccer team
will try to achieve when
they leave for New York
today to play NCAA
defending
champion
Hartwick college,
The SJSU soccer team,
which has never played
farther east than Nevada,
was invited to participate
in the Oneonta Mayor’s
Cup in New York for a
combination of reasons.
"We have not had a
losing season in the past 15
years," said coach Julius
Menendez, "and we have
won our conference seven
out of the last 10 seasons,
"SJSU Soccer has
reached the NCAA Playoffs

11 times since the playoffs
began in 1959 and has
All19
produced
Americas."
The Spartan booters
will play Friday against
defending champ Hartwick
who is ranked number one
in the pre-season polls this
season.
SJSU is not ranked in
the top 15, but with a good
team effort, team work and
receiving the best play
from all of the players,
Menendez hopes to do very
well in New York.
a
has
"Hartwick
number of good English
players who have an excellent touch with the
ball," said the soccer
mentor, "they are
precision passers and they
have their leading scorer
Masarus back.
"Oneonta State is

another fine team which
had a 13-1-1 record last
year and was edged out of
the playoffs by Hartwick 21. Oneonta and Hartwick
are strong rivals.
"Akron, the fourth
team in the tournament is
another good team which
had an 8-5 record last
season, but is a team we
don’t know too much
about."
After the Oneonta
Mayor’s Cup, the soccer
team will stay in New York
to play Albany State and
Cornel University which is
ranked 9th in pre-season
polls.
"Out of this trip, we
hope to gain good game
experience for the season
and the Shrine Soccer
Classic," said Menendez.
The Spartans will host
the Shrine Classic when

they return home. Entered
in the tournament is the
University of San Frnacisco, ranked 2nd in preseason polls.
Also in the tournament
is St. Louis University,
ranked 3rd and Indiana
University who is currently
rated 4th.
In addition to the
strong opponents the
Spartans face in the
tournaments, coach
Menendez is looking forward to a demanding
league schedule.
"It does no good to
fatten up a record against
teams,"
said
weak
Menendez. "We know what
to expect and we feel this
pre -season will really
sharpen our skills.
"I purposely went out
and got the toughest
schedule I could get. I have

nine playeis graduating
this year and I want them
to have a chance to play
against the best."
Menendez believes the
New York tournament will
affect how the season goes
for the Spartans.
"We are out playing

the best," said the coach,
"and if we can beat the
best, that would determine
how the rest of our
schedule will go.
"Everyone in our
league this year is extremely good. Later in the
season we play UCLA, they
are rated 7th and while
they are not in the league,
they will figure in the
playoffs.
"We have also added
two new teams to our
conference, Fresno State
and St. Marys. They’re
tough, and Stanford and
USF will be right in there."
Coach
Menendez
refused to predict how the
soccer team would do in
tournament and IPague
play because the "intangible" things can’t be
taken into account. He
added that the team was
certainly capable of having
a tremendous season and of
pulling off slot of upsets.
To help pull off those
upset victories, coach

Dodgers, Mets draft locals
When a baseball team
compiles a 40-24 record
there are usually some
standout performers who
help achieve that success.
Professional scouts
must agree because three
of SJSU’s top hitters in
1978, Randy Johnson, Rod
Kemp and Rick Lane, are
now doing their hitting for
professional teams in the
minor leagues.
Johnson, a shortstopthirdbaseman and Lane, a
catcher, were drafted and
signed with the New York
Mets organization, while
Kemp, an outfielder, was
taken by the Los Angeles
Dodgers’ system.
Randy
Pitcher
Raphael was drafted by the

Chicago Cubs but refused
to sign and will return for
his junior year at SJSU.
"All three are excellent ballplayers and all
three are doing really
well," Baseball Coach
Gene Menges said.
"Rick Lane had a very
high batting average in A
ball so he has been moved
up to Tidewater in AAA,
just one step away from the
majors.
"Kemp will probably
return to SJSU this
semester to complete his
studies, but right now his
team, Lodi, is in the
playoffs," Menges said.
"Since Johnson was
All-America academically,
he’ll probably return to

Who cares?
Today’s questions:
Name the smallest community ever to hae a major
league baseball franchise.
2. In what city were the Philadelphia Eagles based
before their move to the City of Brotherly Love? What
ws their nickname at that time?
Yesterday’s answers:
1.
The 1942 Rose Bowl game between the
University of Oregon and Duke University was played
on the latter’s campus in Durham, N. C. A West Coast
travel ban, resulting from the Japanese bombing of
Pearl Harbor less than a month earlier, necessitated
the move from Pasadena the only time the Rose Bowl
has been played anywhere but Pasadena.
2. Chick Stahl, manager of the 1912 Boston Red
Sox, committed suicide during spring training by
swallowing poison the only major league manager to
take his life while still a manager. His interim successor ws pitching great Cy Young.

SJSU for more schooling,
and I’d like to see Lane
come back when his season

Rugby football club
forms women’s team
The San Jose Seahawk
Rugby Football Club is now
forming a women’s team
for seven -aside rugby
instead of the usual 15aside.
This summer was the
first for the Seahawk’s
women’s team, as they
competed against such
teams as San Francisco,

University Community
Souse 1934
Scrotal LAWn postage paid al San
Jose, California. Member of
California
Newspaner
Publishers Association and the
Associated Press. Published
daily by San Jose State
University, except Satu-day and
Sunday, during the college year.
The opinions expressed in the
paper are not necessarily those
of the Associated Students. the
University Administration or
the Deparbnent of Journalism
and Advertising. Subscriptions
accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year, $9. Each semester, 54.50.
Off-campus price per copy, 10
yenta. Phone 277-3181. Advertising 277,1171. Printed by
Suburban
Newspaper
l’Ublication, lnc
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U.C.-Davis, Stanford, the
Winery,
Chico,
and
U.C.L.A.
Practices will be held
on the physical education
field next to Spartan
Satadium.
Additional information
may be obtained by calling
249-2262 or 246-1837.

KSJS unveils plans

for sports broadcasts
Saturday night’s SJSU
football game against
Idaho will be broadcast live
on KSJS, 91 FM, beginning
with the pre-game show at
6:45 p.m.
Kickoff for the game is
set for 7 p.m., with Mark
Furrer, Lee Hammer,
Kevin Desler, and Steve
Maggi covering the action.
This is the first game of
an extensive fall broadest
season for KSJS. Along
with broadcsts of all home
games, coverage of the
Stanford and Pacific
contests is also anticipated.
SJSU soccer coverage
will begin with the Shrine
Soccer Classic later this

t -"ct r.,!fx2’....* "...’’’’

Spartan Daily

is through to help out with
the catchers on this year’s
team."

a !tean!S lIX

JOIN

THE JEWISH STUDENT ORG.
(NUM FOUNDATION)

ENJOY JEWISH SOCIAL
AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
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STUDENT COUNCIL
SEAT OPEN!
Students must be upper division
students, in good academic standing.
Student Council meetings are
Wed. at 2:30. Stu den: must be
willing to put in long hours.

PERSONNEL SELECTION
COMM.
Interviews student membership for A.S.
Comm. Faculty, Student Comm. Academic
Council Comm. and Student Union Comm.
Recommends appointees to A.S. President
and aids Personnel Officer in his/her duties

DEADLINE SEPT 15
INQUIRE AT THE AS, OFFICE
3rd FLOOR, STUDENT UNION
or CALL 277-3201

Ryan and Joe Silveria.
Menendez
was
somewhat concerned with
the slow start of his front
line.
"A slow offensive start
is a problem for most
teams. But then it’s easier
to destroy a play than to
create one
A good attack requires
good dribbling and passing.
The Spartan attack must
be getting a little of both
from Easy Perez who has
three goals in each of his
last two games.

XEROX 9400
duplicating services available

NOW
481 E. San Carlos St.
(BETWEEN 10th & 11th)

295-5511

TV &
REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS
TV’S

Refrigerators

19 inch B & W
$8 per month
19 inch color
$20 per month

$27 per semester
(in advance)
portable, 2 cu. ft.
walnut cabinet
NO DEPOSIT

DELIVERY

CROWN TV RENTALS
1405 S. Bascom, S.J. 95128 295-3713
all

classifieds

" -4.4,

SS
Get on the mailing list
%
sN
CALL 267-2770,
\\
9am to 5 pm
ss
"WE’RE NOT JUST CHICKEN SOUP." s

Upper Division

month, and will continue
with airing of all home
matches.
A new feature for KSJS
this year will be "High
School Week In Review",
and will be hosted by Lee
Hammer. The weekly
program will present
scores and stories for the
Central Coast Section high
schools. The show will also
outstanding
spotlight
athletes and will premiere
in two weeks.

Julie Menendez

Menendez
is
looking
toward several key people.
One
of
which
is
Goalkeeper, Paul Coffee,
the Spartan’s nuumber one
goalie who will miss both
tournaments.
Coffee is currently in
Korea, playing for the
United States Olympic.
team.
to
According
Menendez, it will take a
very skilled team to win the
conference. And much of
the Spartans’ skill is
positioned in the midfielder
with John Bradley, Steve

announcements
LEARN TURKISH FOLK DANCE.
Everyone Welcome, regardless
of dance experience. every
Sunday night starting On Wt.
10th. Between 6 and 8 pm in the
Women’s Gym.
THE SJSU SIERRA CLUB has
people interested in back
packing, hiking, climbing,
canoeing, ecology and more. It’s
a good place to find organized
trips and programs, and to meet
people who like Me outdoors.
Meetings are Tuesdays at 7-30in
the Almaden Room in the
Student Union, for September
Some will be program meetings
With speakers or whole shows,
and other informal business and
trip planning. "There’s a one
word rhyme, and it’s called
living..." Try some with us!
Tentative meeting schedule 9/5
program meeting
9/8 potluck supper
9/12 business/trip planning
9/19 program meeting
STUDENT
DENTAL
PLAN
ENROLL NOW!! For in
formation call A.S. office or 371
6811
CUT LOOSE!, A rock band that does
lust that. For your next party
Call Katy at 493 5517 or Ross at
327 2746.
TAKE A FREE LOOK at the
We
Are
business world
currently interviewing for in
terns in life insurance sales If
You qualify. you will start
training soon to prepare for a
rewarding sales internship
Contact the cooperative
education center. building 0, or
call Kevin Sullivan at 246 1991
for an appointment
New
England Life, of course!
EEOCM/F

kw sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your Insurance needs.
FIRE,
HOME.
AUTO,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office Or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
your home or my office Let’s
pet together and give you better
coverage for less money CALL
MORY STAR, 2533277 or 446
3649
French Horn, Double beautiful tone,
good condition 5495 243 0913
after 5

help wanted

NIGHT COOKS AND BUS BOYS
Exp
preferred.
998 9778
Peanuts restaraunt, 275 E. San
Fernando
Mature Student to assist in teaching
remedial reading Approx 15 20
hrs. per week Mon Fri between
2 pm and 7 prn Must be ex
Will train
cellent reader
52 65/hr 257 1009 ask for Mrs
Spencer
FEMALE HELP for pleasant
handicapped lady Mrs flexible
Alcoa Sather 249 7575
BABY SITTER wanted to wakh a or
old boy 23 nites a week while I
attend night classes Please call
2119 9975
WAITER/WAITRESS vet Chinese
speaking. P/T 2 65/hr Contact
manager at 287 2068

housing
SIGMA No Fraternity Cm 5130,0
1317I Occ Male SJSU students
only 279 9473

000 SALE Audi 100LS 73 AT
Rebuilt engine Like new 62500
Ev 253 1734

lost and found

66 BUICK Small VS. new brakes,
radio, good Iran
sportation. 5275 Call 275 9237

Lost One slightly usedIst One
slightly used livingrOWn Set
Please return iv

personals

services

I am seeking a Christian woman to
become my wife. I ant hay
dicapped and have a minor
voice impediment. Call 298 2308
and ask for Brian.
R2 132 IS BACK!!
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Waiting?" Come on now!
Streaker

"No
The

TO PORCA my favorite whale
spend the best part of every day
thinking of you That’s why it’s
4he best part of the day Love.
Morca
NOVICE FOOT MASSEUR needs
Willing female participants for
regular, free, afternoon
sessions Reply Spartan Daily
adf 247
The

SJSU Christian Science
Organization
meets
Wed
nesdays at 3 30 in the S.U.
Costanoan Room Everyone is
invited
Hatha Yoga Meditation In
struction Let me help you to
improve your life with a Per
SOnalited routine to Suit your
needs Call Bob at 2065100

Two Artist’s Work Studios, 15030’
For Rent. 295 3611. or after 6 Om
call 742 2123

LOOKING
lOr
a
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER’ Images by
John are expressions of love.
soft, elegant. and understood by
everyone For the finest wed
ding photography. call John
Paulson at 269 7937

FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate Group SIO/mo Private
970/mo Call 2915946

Display
Advertising
in the
Spartan
Daily
is
easy!

Just dial
277-3171

stereo
Welcome back to SJSU and the hre,,
buys and biggest selection
onsumer e le.
Stereo and
tronics
AUDIO
EN
TERPRISES has if!’ Your
campus representative for 287
brands of stereo compacts.
audio componentS. Oro dear
autosound. tape, ac c esor
VCRS, videogarnes calculators.
watches All items in factory
rnfo
Sealed
c Ins w lull
warranty.
PLUS
10 day
defective exchange, optional
yr parts and labor wrnty. tree
ny
tape Or stylus timer
system, and free set up and
advice all at the consistently
For more
lowest prices
info/price quotes call 255 5550
M F 3 10. WkendS ASK for KEN
The wildest selection of the
Highest F idel.ty at the lowest
prices AUDIO ENTERPRISES
has it, iiiit

1
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$400,000 construction to aid handicapped
Observant students
will notice some construction changes in many
of their old familiar
buildings on campus this
fall.
Handicapped students
will have a new means of
getting high this semester
because of new elevator
construction totaling
$400,000.
So far elevators have
been completed in the
Journalism, Speech-Drama, and Music buildings.
Work on the Faculty
Office Building elevator is
still in progress and is
scheduled for completion in
the spring.

Other new construction
for the’ handicapped include ramps at the Ninth
Street Business Classroom
Building and another at the
Journalism Building.
Although the ramps
were designed to meet
California’s
minimum
slope
requirements,
handicapped students had
trouble edging up the steep
grades.
The Facilities and
Planning
Department
responded by extending the
length of the Journalism
Building’s ramp, making
the slope more gradual.
this
Unfortunately
cannot be done to the ramp

at the Ninth Street
Business Building.
According to Angelo
Centanni, Executive Dean
of Facilities and Planning,
the ramp is positioned in
such a way that a simple
extension would be impossible.
Centanni plans to
demolish the present ramp
and build a new one with a
more gradual slope.
New elevators and
ramps are also being
planned for the Physical
Education-Recreation Building, the Dining Commons for the dorms and the
Business Tower.
Other campus construction includes work
being done on the roof of
the Home Economics
Building on Seventh Street.
According to Centanni,
the old roof, installed just
two years ago, had been
leaking during the rainy
generate a proposal that’s season last spring. He
acceptable to both the blamed the leakage on a
university and the City layer of old asphalt sandCouncil that can be wiched between the tile
presented to the chan- shingles and the roof. That
cellors in December."
layer is supposed to
Alternatives such as a prevent water from leaking
shuttle system have proved into the building.
unsuccessful.
Workers are putting a
"About four years ago new layer over the old one
there was a shuttle run and are also replacing the
from the campus to the tile shingles. The four-week
aero department located job should be done in about
near San Jose airport, and two more weeks.
it failed miserably," he
"The work will be done
said.
at no cost to the UniverAnd that seems to be sity," Centanni added. "It
the state of all solutions to is being done by the old
the continuing problem.
contractor as part of a
"The students have to guarantee."
understand that the
The majority of conproblem can’t be solved struction work to be done
without their cooperation," this year is in the planning
Hurley commented,
stages.

Possible garage
would add spaces
((’ontinued from Page!)
Possible solutions to
the problem include the
planned building of a new
garage at the intersection
of San Fernando and Third
Streets.
According to Russ
Campbell,
assistant
redevelopment director for
the San Jose Redevelopment Agency, the agency is
currently working with
SJSU President Gail
Fullerton in the planning of
a 1,000-car garage on the
land owned by the
Redevelopment Agency.
"It will probably be at
least a year until it will be
completed if the plan is
accepted," Campbell said.
"We are presently trying to

It centers around
construction of a massive
five-story library where
the barracks and corporation yard are now
located. The project’s cost
is estimated at $12 million.
It will take about two years
to finish.
If all goes according to
plan, the corporation yard
will be
and barracks
demolished in January to
make way for the library.
According to Centanni,
the corporation offices will
be temporarily moved to
MacQuarrie and Duncan
halls and the old Science

Composer
contest
Young composers can
compete for $15,000 in cash
awards in the 1978-79
Music InBroadcast
corporated awards, which
has a February 17, 1979
entry deadline.
Students are limited to
one contest entry which is
under no restrictions as to
instrumentation, stylistic
considerations or length of
work.
Entrants must be
under 26 years old on
December 31, 1978, and will
compete for cash prizes
ranging from $300 to $2,500.
Official rules and entry
blanks are available by
writing to James G. Roy,
Jr., 40 West 57th St., New
York, N.Y. 10019.

Staff loses no authority, prof says
(Continued from Page
interview" about the
demoralizing effect of
and
budget
cuts
management practices at
SJSU would prove what has
been destroying the quality
of public education.
Dr. David H. Elliott,
SJSU professor of speechcommunications
and
chairman of the Statewide

Wiretap
BOSTON 1AP) - A
federal search of cancer
records in the United
States turned up six
cases in which patients
improved after taking
the controversial
substance Laetrile.

Academic Senate, disputed
Brophy’s charge that
academic senates would be
stripped of authority.
"No other event in the
history of our system
would more clearly
legitimatize the activities
and functions of the senate
than this law," Elliott said.
"This legislation has
the full endorsement of the
Academic Senate,"Elliott
said. "We think it will
strengthen the role of the
faculty."
Elliott explained that
the bill mandates that it is
the joint responsibility of
the trustees and the
Academic Senate to decide
standards and criteria for
retention,
promotion,

tenure and evaluation of
faculty.
Wages, hours, and
terms and conditions of
employment will be included under the scope of
representation, Elliott
said.
Explicitly excluded are
establishment
and
discontinuance
of
programs, student fees,
academic matters concerning credits, certificates, degrees and
content of courses. These
are the sole responsibility
of tie CSUC trustees,
Elliott said.
AB 1091 first passed the
Assembly in May 1977 by a
56-14 vote. It was returned
Aug. 31 for concurrence

cruise with

NEW YORK (AP) Mayor Edward I. Koch
seeks to ward off panic
in the nation’s largest
city a day after a fatal
case of the mysterious
Legionnaires’ disease
was confirmed in New
York’s garment district
by health authorities.
BOULDER, Colo.
API - There were
cheers in the line at the
bookstore when the
announcement
was
made, and the parties
went well into the night.
The 21,000 students of
the University of
Colorado got a surprise
two-day extension of
summer vacation when
a computer fouled up
class schedules for
more than half of them.
SACRAMENTO
- State schools
chief Wilson Riles said
he saw no need for
Proposition 6, which is
aimed
at
firing
homosexual teachers.
Riles also said he
was "greatly troubled"
by the dispute over
compulsory busing of
pupils in I.os Angeles,
but felt it is in the hands
of the courts.
"We have enough
laws on the books to
protect the youngsters,"
Riles said of Proposition
6, the November ballot
measure sponsored by
Sen. John Briggs, RFullerton.
It would allow
school boards to fire
ador
teachers
who
ministrators
or
commit
publicly
advocate homosexual
acts, including those
consenting
between
adults.

See Acapulco

Semester Break

January 20-27, 1979
Sail away with a star on the elegant Island
Princess. a British-regrstered Love Boat.
Enjoy handsome staterooms. luxurious lounges.
spacious decks, pools. a casino, theatre,
spectacular night clubs, and air conditioning.
Service is superb and you’ll feast on award.
winning cuisine served with flair by Italian
dining room captains.
A fly / cruise package. You’ll fly from
Son Jose to Los Angeles and cruises to Acapulco
visiting the port cities of Mr:Oration. Puerto
Vallorta. and Manzanillo enroute where colorful
optional shore excursions ore available. Then
fly back to Son Jose ready for the spring
semester Stan and Sally Benz Wilt be your
tour escorts.
Fly free to Los Angeles! For most stateroom
types P,,rrcess will pay your coach air fare to
and from Los Angeles.
One price buys it all, including cruise, fine
dining, top entertainment jet air between
Los Angeles / Acapulco and transfers between ship
and airport. For a colorful brochure call now

and final approval, passing
57-15.
The bill was authored
by Assemblyman Howard
Berman, D-Los Angeles,
and carried in the senate
by Sen. Albert Rodda, DSacramento.
Rodda authored S.B.
160 which granted
bargaining
collective
rights to all public school
employees, including
junior colleges, in 1975.

and Engineering buildings.
Woods hop
and
receiving will be moved to
the basement of the old

Science Building. TheOffices and classes
plumbing shop will be
held at the barracks are
shared with the School of already being housed in
Science in Duncan Hall.
other buildings on campus.

spartaguide
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 7
p.m. today in the S. U. Costanoan Room.
KSJS is looking for staff members in all areas of
station operation. Applicants should apply at the KSJS
office, room 202 of the Theater Arts Building.
The Akbayan Filipino Association will meet at 3:30
p.m. today in the S. U. Costanoan Room.
T.G.I.F. Open Party by Sigma Nu Fraternity at 9 p.m.
Friday, 155 South 11th St.
Spartan Rebounders will host a breakfast from 6-11
a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 9, at McDonald’s, 3rd and San
Carlos.
A meeting of the Student Chapter American Home
Economics Assoc. will be held at 1 p.m. Sept. 8, room. HE
100.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon will host a party at 9 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 8, at the Frat house, 296 So. 19th St.
San Jose State fraternities will have Fraternity
Orientation meetingstoday at 11 a.m., 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. in
the A.S. Council Chambers, Third Level, Student Union.
All men interested in joining a fraternity or just becoming
acquainted with them are invited to attend.
Model United Nations will meet at 2 p.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall, room. 416.
The Occupational Therapy Dept. will hold OT
orientation at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow in the Old Science
Bldg., room. 130.
ROTC students will explain opportunities to become
Army or National Guard officers at 5:30 p.m. today at
both West and Allen Halls. ROTC representatives will be
at Markham Hall at 5:50 p.m. tomorrow.
The Akbayan Filipino Association will hold a back-toschool dance tomorrow from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom. The bandsBaranca and Arrival will provide
disco music. Tickets cost !9 for men and !!01 FOR
WOMEN, AS IT WILL BE THE CLUB’S "Ladies Night."
For more information, call Andy Aganad at 258-7780.

T.V.’s FOR RENT
Special Student Rates

$10 PER MONTH

377-2935

The Asian-American
library and office will be
moved to the Social Science
building on Fourth and San
Carlos streets. The new
location for the Project
SHARE office has not yet
been determined.
Construction of a new
corporation yard on Ninth
and San Fernando streets
may begin as early as
November.
The Counseling and
Placement
Center
buildings
will
be
demolished to make room
for the new corporation
yard. Offices from these
buildings are already being
relocated.

Cost of the one-year
construction of the corporation yard is estimated
at around fl million.
Executives at the
University
Planning
Department are also
planning to restore the Old
Science Building.
According to Centanni,
the cost of restoring a
building is half that of
building a new one.
Other
upcoming
projects
include
remodeling portions of
Duncan Hall, the Business
buildings and the Health
Building.
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FRIENDS

KINKO’S

905 TN
715 FRI
New film
schedules
in the
Student Union

MUM

1(aliki Productions
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in association with
celebrate, the opening of
with a disco -dance party
featuring
L.A.’s
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BARKADA
and the new sounds of
FiREDVEIL

GFfiday," Sept. 8,1978
10pm-2am
Sjs.U. Ballroom
San lose
’DISCO -DANCE DEMONSTRATION’

cdrnission $4
mcLadies $1 off all nig121p,

RECOMMEND OUR FREE
TRIAL OFFER.
The Army ROTC
4-year program is a good
way for your students to
receive practical management training while in
college.
So good, in fact, that it
comes with a free trial offer.
The "free" means that
if they decide to leave Army
ROTC during their first two
years, they can. With no
active duty commitment.
That’s how sure we are
they’ll want to stay in.
Because the management and leadership
training your students will
receive is second to none.
Training that is a foundation for building rewarding
military or civilian careers.
They’ll also receive up
to $1,000 a year for each of
their last two years of college.
But, more important,
they’ll be on their way to
earning a commission as an
officer in today’s Army
which also includes the Army
Reserve and Army National
Guard while they are earning a college degree.
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Come to Room 308
MacQuarrie Hall or call
Chris Clarke at 277-2985
and ask about our
Scholarship program.

IRAVEL ADVISORS (4081 354 6531
Norh Santa Cr, Ave , Los Gail/S. CA 95(1311

Ru

